Thermal infrared observations are the most effective way to measure asteroid diameter and albedo for a large number of near-Earth objects. Major surveys like NEOWISE, NEOSurvey, ExploreNEOs, and NEOLegacy find a small fraction of high albedo objects that do not have clear analogs in the current meteorite population. About 8% of Spitzer-observed near-Earth objects have nominal albedo solutions greater than 0.5. This may be a result of lightcurve variability leading to an incorrect estimate of diameter or inaccurate absolute visual magnitudes. For a sample of 23 high albedo NEOs we do not find that their shapes are significantly different from the McNeill et al. (2019) near-Earth object shape distribution. We performed a Monte Carlo analysis on 1505 near-Earth objects observed by Spitzer, sampling the visible and thermal fluxes of all targets to determine the likelihood of obtaining a high albedo erroneously. Implementing the McNeill shape distribution for near-Earth objects, we provide an upper-limit on the geometric albedo of 0.5 ± 0.1 for the near-Earth population.
INTRODUCTION
Asteroids are some of the most primitive bodies in our Solar System and hold important clues regarding Solar System formation and evolution. Near-Earth objects (NEOs) are the subset of small bodies whose orbits bring them close to the Earth, with perihelion distances less than 1.3 au. They are a diverse population that represent the composition and dynamics throughout the Solar System. Due to their close approach to Earth, they pose a threat as potential impactors, present a unique opportunity as mission accessible targets, and are a potential source of mining resources. As a result, it is important we understand the physical properties of these objects.
Only absolute visual magnitudes (H-magnitudes) and orbital parameters are known for most NEOs. On discovery, the only physical information available for an NEO is its visible brightness, and the current rate of discovery of NEOs is far exceeding progress in physical characterization (e.g., albedo, diameter, composition).
As a result, physical characterization surveys are essential to help inform hazard assessment, mitigation efforts, and mission planning for nearby NEOs. These surveys also provide an improved understanding of the distribution of physical properties which can inform NEO population models (Granvik et al. 2018) .
Thermal infrared observations are critical for determining diameter and albedo for a large number of targets. ExploreNEOs (Trilling et al. 2010) , IRAS (Ryan & Woodward 2010) , AKARI (Okamura et al. 2014a,b) , NEOSurvey (Trilling et al. 2016) , NEOLegacy, and NE-OWISE (Nugent et al. 2016; Masiero et al. 2017 Masiero et al. , 2018 are infrared characterization surveys that determine diameter and albedo of small bodies across the Solar System. Albedos are particularly important in helping to infer composition when ambiguities exist in the classification of visible and near-infrared reflectance spectra (Delbó et al. 2003) . Albedo and diameter are derived using thermal models (Harris 1998; Delbó et al. 2003; Mueller et al. 2006; Harris et al. 2007; Delbo et al. 2015) , which assume equilibrium between absorbed solar energy and thermal emission (Delbó et al. 2003) . Figure 1 . Diameter-albedo distribution of targets. The left panel is the diameter-albedo relationship for the Spitzer sample. The right panel is the number density as a function of albedo. ∼8% of the targets in this sample have albedo values greater than 0.5, a factor of about 8 more than expected for the NEO population from work by Thomas et al. (2011) and Stuart & Binzel (2004) .
ExploreNEOs, NEOSurvey, and NEOLegacy observed over 1500 near-Earth objects as of June 2017 using the Spitzer/IRAC instrument (Fazio et al. 2004) . 121 targets in the 2017 sample (∼ 8%) have nominal derived albedos (p V ) greater than 0.5 (Figure 1 ). Using the Thomas et al. (2011) average albedo for taxonomic complexes in combination with the Binzel et al. (2019) NEO taxonomy distribution, we expect only 1.04 ± 0.09% of a sample (∼ 21 targets in this case) to have albedo values greater than or equal to 0.5. We find Spitzer high albedo targets in excess by a factor of about 8. As a result, Trilling et al. (2010 Trilling et al. ( , 2016 suggest that the most likely explanations for such high albedos are H-magnitudes that are photometrically inaccurate and/or sampling bias of objects from high amplitude light curves that give a high albedo solution.
LIGHTCURVE EFFECTS ON ALBEDO
NEOs with large lightcurve amplitudes can lead to high albedo values. The albedo-amplitude relationship is derived from the diameter-albedo equation (Bowell et al. 1989) :
For a poorly sampled lightcurve, the lightcurve amplitude can have a strong effect on the derived albedo. We expect the lightcurve induced albedo discrepancies are strong in our Spitzer observations as we only observe targets for a relatively short period of time. Using Equation 1 to solve for p V , we find that the derived albedo falls in the range shown in Equation 2 below where A is the peak to trough lightcurve amplitude. Figure 2 shows the albedo-amplitude relationship for a generic NEO (H = 19) with different visible lightcurve amplitudes from 0 to 2 magnitudes and different characteristic albedo values. The shaded regions in Figure 2 represent the distribution of albedo misestimates for each lightcurve amplitude. The solid line is the mean albedo derived for each amplitude and is always the true albedo of the target. For a target whose true albedo value is 0.3, a 1 magnitude lightcurve amplitude can easily bring the derived albedo above 0.5. For a target whose true albedo is larger, a derived albedo greater than 0.5 can be achieved at much smaller lightcurve amplitudes.
To test whether the observed high albedos in the data represent truly high albedos or modeling outliers, we employ a Monte Carlo analysis of Spitzer NEOs to investigate the contributions of poorly sampled lightcurves and large thermal model input uncertainties. Table 1 outlines terminology, data samples, and populations that will be used in this work. In Section 3 we investigate high amplitude lightcurves with photometry. We outline the methods and results of our Monte Carlo technique in Sections 5 and 6 and discuss possible true high albedo targets in Section 7.
3. OBSERVATIONS
Spitzer Space Telescope
The target sample considered for this work consists of 1505 NEOs observed with the Spitzer/IRAC instrument (Fazio et al. 2004) as part of ExploreNEOs (Trilling et al. 2010) , NEOSurvey (Trilling et al. 2016) , and NEOLegacy. This dataset contains all targets observed by these Spitzer surveys as of JD 2457921 (2017-06-16) . We will refer to this dataset as the Spitzer 2017 sample. ExploreNEOs collected observations in the 3.6 and 4.5 µm bands, while NEOSurvey and NEOLegacy observed targets in only the 4.5 µm band. For this work, we consider thermal fluxes from the longer wavelength band where the NEO is typically brightest. A table of the observations and results is maintained in an online database 1 . A detailed description of the observing methods and lightcurve results are provided in Hora et al. (2018) .
Diameters listed in the online database are obtained with a modified version of NEATM described in Trilling et al. (2016) . This modified NEATM is the Harris (1998) Figure 2 . Amplitude-albedo distribution for a generic NEO (H = 19) . By poorly sampling the lightcurve for an elongated object, and thus, miscalculating H, the albedo of the target can easily be determined to be greater than or equal to 0.5. Each panel indicates an NEO whose true albedo is shown for a lightcurve amplitude of 0, but can have an identified albedo anywhere in the shaded region for varying lightcurve amplitudes if the H-magnitude is incorrectly identified. For larger intrinsic true albedo values, a smaller lightcurve amplitude is required to allow for albedo values greater than 0.5.
Near-Earth Asteroid Thermal Model (NEATM) to fit diameter and geometric albedo in combination with a Monte Carlo simulation to estimate the uncertainties associated with the output diameter and albedo. The model uses input Spitzer fluxes from the 4.5 µm band and absolute H-magnitudes from the Asteroids Dynamic Site 2 (AstDyS) (Knezevic & Milani 2012) . The Pravec et al. (2012) correction is applied to the AstDyS Hmagnitudes to create the input for the NEATM model. The corrected AstDyS H-magnitudes have a mean 1-sigma uncertainty of 0.24 mag. NEATM also uses a variable beaming parameter (η) to account for surface roughness, thermal inertia, and other effects in a zeroth order approximation (Harris 1998) . A linear relation is used to derive an appropriate η based on the phase angle (α) where larger η is used for higher phase angle observations. This relationship between η and α is not well constrained and is thus primarily responsible for the overall uncertainties in the model results (Trilling et al. 2016) . The uncertainty in η derived in this way contributes up to 90% of the overall uncertainty in albedo for all objects (Trilling et al. 2016) .
There are 121 NEOs from the Spitzer 2017 sample with nominal derived albedo values greater than 0.5. We collected lightcurve photometry for 23 of these objects to place limits on the visible lightcurve amplitudes and determine if lightcurve effects could be a signifi-2 http://hamilton.dm.unipi.it/astdys/ cant contributor to the high albedo values found in the Spitzer dataset. 22 objects were observed using the Lowell Observatory 4.3-m Discovery Channel Telescope (DCT) in Happy Jack, AZ. We observed 6 of those 22 DCT targets along with one other high albedo target using the 1.23-m Calar Alto Astronomical Observatory in Almería, Spain.
Discovery Channel Telescope
Data for 22 high albedo NEOs were collected using the Large Monolithic Imager (LMI) on the DCT. LMI has a 12. 5 × 12. 5 field of view with a 0. 12/pixel unbinned pixel scale. Images were taken in 2×2 binning mode for a 0. 24/pixel on seven separate nights from 2015 to 2017. All targets were observed in the Johnson V filter and at sidereal rates with exposure times ranging from 15 to 60 seconds. The net integration time of a given target ranged from 10 minutes to 2 hours with a majority of the targets observed in the 10-20 minute range, resulting generally in partial lightcurves. A total of 36 separate observations were made of the 22 unique targets. A full description of the DCT observations is provided in Table 2 .
All data were bias-corrected and flat-fielded using biases and twilight flats taken at the beginning of each observing night. On the night of 2016-05-30, no twilight flats were taken, so the flat field was created using sky flats where the first images at each pointing were median combined and normalized to create a master flat. 
Calar Alto Astronomical Observatory
Calar Alto data were collected using the DLR-MKIII camera on the 1.23-m telescope. The camera is a 4000×4000 pixel array with a pixel scale of 0. 32/pixel and a field of view of 21. 5 × 21. 5.
We observed 7 high albedo targets over multiple nights. A total of 61 separate observations were made of the 7 unique targets. The filters of the targets varied between V, R, and clear within and across different nights of observations to measure colors and assign composition. The targets were observed over varying phase angle (4.4
• ≤ α ≤ 75.5 • ). All images were biascorrected and flat-fielded. A full description of the Calar Alto observations is provided in Table 3 .
Photometry
Automated photometric analysis was performed on all of the reduced DCT and Calar Alto images using the Photometry Pipeline (Mommert 2017) . Photometry Pipeline uses Source Extractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) and SCAMP (Bertin 2006) to perform aperture photometry and astrometry on all objects in the field of view. The tool utilizes a curve-of-growth analysis to optimize the aperture size. All targets were located using the Pan-STARRS reference catalog (Chambers & et al. 2017 ). We performed visual rejection for exposures within the proximity of a nearby star or where the target was not correctly identified. Visual inspection was favored as it usually leads to a more conservative rejection of potentially compromised photometric measurements as compared to an automated rejection scheme based on Source Extractor flags.
NEO SHAPE DISTRIBUTION
We determined lower limit amplitudes (∆m) for all 23 targets using Equation 3 from the photometry where m is the magnitude of the target.
The lower limit amplitudes are listed in Table 2 and  Table 3 . We compare these amplitudes to the McNeill et al. (2019) NEO shape distribution. We combined the lower limit amplitudes for our 23 DCT and Calar Alto targets with 25 high albedo targets from the Asteroid Lightcurve Database (LCDB) (Warner et al. 2009 ). These 25 targets have albedo values greater than 0.5 in the Spitzer 2017 dataset and have previously observed lightcurve information (Table 4). The lower limit amplitudes of these 48 high albedo targets are phase corrected using the Zappala et al. (1990) phase-amplitudue relationship (Equation 4) which describes a linear relationship for phase angles from 0
, A is the peak to trough lightcurve amplitude, α is the phase angle of the observation, and m is the slope parameter defined for each taxonomy.
The observations of these 48 high albedo targets cover a phase angle range from 3
• < α < 84.5
• . Using a slope parameter of m = 0.015 for all targets and Equation 4, we derive a cumulative distribution of corrected lower limit amplitudes. For phase angles larger than α > 40
• , the derived fit defined in Zappala et al. (1990) is nonlinear. The cumulative distribution of corrected lower limit amplitudes using both the linear (Equation 4) and non-linear fits (Zappala et al. 1990 ) are consistent across the observed phase angle range of 3
• . The cumulative distribution of lower limit amplitudes using the linear fit is shown in Figure 3 . Overplotted in orange is the observed cumulative lower limit amplitude distribution of 23 targets from DCT and Calar Alto and 25 targets with previous observations submitted to the LCDB (Warner et al. 2009 ). All amplitudes have been corrected for phase angle following the relationship derived in Zappala et al. (1990) . We find three candidates for extreme elongated objects in our sample (i.e. objects with a phase-corrected lightcurve amplitude > 1 magnitude (McNeill et al. 2018) ) and a maximum lower limit amplitude in our sample of 1.58 magnitudes.
The derived cumulative fraction of amplitudes using this method is shown in Figure 3 in blue. For the 48 high albedo targets (23 DCT/Calar Alto, 25 LCDB), we find a preference for less elongated objects when compared to the NEO shape distribution McNeill et al. (2019) . We also find three potential candidates for extreme elongated objects: 1865 (1971 UA), 416186 (2002 TD60), and 2010 NR1. These are objects which have a phase corrected lightcurve amplitude greater than 1 magnitude (McNeill et al. 2018 ). Because these are lower limit amplitudes, there may be other candidates in our sample, and so we cannot rule out highly elongated objects as a contributor to the factor of 8 increase in high albedos (p V ≥ 0.5) derived in the Spitzer 2017 dataset.
MODELING
There are many possible contributors to the unexpectedly high albedo values including rotational lightcurve variability (leading to a misestimate of asteroid diameter), inaccurate absolute visual magnitudes (either from poor photometry or lightcurve effects), or effects from non-simultaneous observations due to changes in observing geometry, phase angle, and rotational phase. We use Monte Carlo (MC) simulations to explore albedo offsets as a result of these factors.
We perform a MC simulation on all Spitzer targets to assess the effects of amplitude on the resulting albedo distribution of our dataset. We select a peak to trough lightcurve amplitude in the range of 0.1 magnitudes to 1.6 magnitudes. We assume that all targets in our sample have a sinusoidal lightcurve of the same amplitude. We also assume that the lightcurve variability is consistent between the visible and thermal wavelengths.
The following steps are applied in the MC simulation:
1. Given a lightcurve amplitude, we randomly sample a rotational phase for each target from a uniform distribution of H = H ± A/2 where H is the corrected AstDyS H-magnitude and A is the peak to trough lightcurve amplitude we have assigned for all targets. By sampling the rotational phase, we simulate the uncertainties associated with observing partial lightcurves.
Using H for each target found in
Step 1, we apply a photometric uncertainty by randomly sampling from a normal distribution of H ± σ where σ is the photometric error provided for the corrected AstDyS H-magnitude of the target. The randomly selected value is H .
3. Steps 1 and 2 are similarly applied to the thermal lightcurve where flux (f ) and σ are from the Spitzer measurements. Using the equivalent lightcurve variability for the thermal as visible wavelengths, we select a rotational phase and corresponding flux (f ) from a uniform distribution, then apply a photometric uncertainty to f from a normal distribution to select f .
4. We create a distribution of slope parameters (G) using the Binzel et al. (2019) taxonomy distribution for NEOs and the Vereš et al. (2015) mean G values for each taxonomy. For each target, we randomly sample a G value from a distribution of 10,000 NEOs shown in Figure 4 .
5. The heliocentric distance (r), geocentric distance (∆), and phase angle (α) for the asteroid are obtained from the NASA JPL Horizons Database 3 at the midpoint time of the Spitzer observation. The resulting H-magnitude (H ), thermal flux (f ), slope parameter (G), and observing geometry of the target (r, ∆, α) are used as inputs in the modified NEATM (Trilling et al. 2010 (Trilling et al. , 2016 to generate an albedo for each target. 6. Trilling et al. (2010) and Trilling et al. (2016) account for η uncertainties in a MC approach in the NEATM that varies η. The resulting uncertainties due to η are reflected in the upper and lower 1-σ published albedo uncertainties. Our observations show no preference for high albedo objects observed at high phase angle ( Figure 5 ). As a result, we can treat uncertainties due to η equally for all targets. We create a distribution of the 1-σ upper and lower albedo uncertainties for the targets provided by Trilling et al. (2010 Trilling et al. ( , 2016 . We randomly select an upper and lower uncertainty, and use the mean of those values as sigma to create a normal distribution about the NEATM-derived albedo from
Step 5. Our final albedo value is sampled from this normal distribution of p V ± σ.
We consider this technique for three different definitions of high albedo thresholds (0.4, 0.5, 0.6).
6. RESULTS Figure 6 shows the overall fraction of targets with high albedo (0.4, 0.5, 0.6) as a function of input amplitude, as derived from our MC model. From the observations, ∼17% of Spitzer targets have albedo values greater than 0.4, ∼8% have albedos greater than 0.5, and ∼5% have albedos greater than 0.6. These three observational thresholds are indicated as horizontal dashed lines with Poisson uncertainties ( √ N N −1 ) shown as the shaded regions around the dashed line. We use MC simulations to find the probability that a Spitzer target with a given lightcurve amplitude (horizontal axis) has a MC derived albedo value greater than a given high albedo threshold p V = 0.5 Figure 5 . Albedo vs. Phase Angle for 1505 Spitzer 2017 targets. There is no preference for high albedo objects observed at high phase angle.
(0.4, 0.5, 0.6). The MC probability distribution is plotted as individual data points with 1-σ uncertainties for each lightcurve amplitude. The color of the data points matches the threshold value in consideration.
We find a large fraction of Spitzer targets at the albedo threshold 0.4. As a result, we require large lightcurve amplitudes consistent with extreme elongated objects (> 1 magnitude) to describe the observations with shape alone. Thresholds of 0.5 and 0.6 are consistent with the observations at the mean lightcurve amplitude (vertical black line) derived for the NEO shape distribution in McNeill et al. (2019) . These results lead us to conclude the following:
1. We require NEOs in our sample to have intrinsic albedos up to 0.5. For p V < 0.5, we find a larger Observed fraction than the MC fraction, implying a compositional influence on albedo rather than lightcurve effects.
2. We match the Observed fraction of targets with high albedo (p V ≥ 0.5) in the Spitzer 2017 dataset at lightcurve amplitudes consistent with the mean amplitude of the NEO shape distribution (Figure 6 ). When we adopt the McNeill et al. (2019) shape distribution for lightcurve amplitude, we place an upper limit on intrinsic albedo in the NEO population of 0.5 ± 0.1. Thus, high albedo targets are not required in our dataset.
3. We can explain the factor of 8 increase in targets with p V > 0.5 as a result of lightcurve sampling and thermal model uncertainties. For each target, we select A from the NEO shape distribution of amplitudes for both the visible and thermal lightcurve. We repeat Steps 1-6 described in the previous MC (Section 5).
We compare this derived MC albedo to the published Spitzer 2017 albedo for the target and find the fraction of targets with MC albedo greater than the published Spitzer 2017 albedo. The top panel of Figure 7 shows the cumulative distribution function of albedo for the Spitzer published values in blue -what we call the Observed fraction. Poisson uncertainties ( √ N N −1 ) are represented as a shaded region around the data. In orange, we plot the mean fraction of targets from our MC trials with MC albedo values larger than that of their published Spitzer albedo. We only consider the cases where the MC albedo falls in a higher 0.1-width albedo bin. An example is a Spitzer 2017 target with albedo of 0.57 (0.5-0.6 albedo bin) and a MC derived albedo for that target of 0.62 (0.6-0.7 albedo bin). The MC derived albedo is in a larger albedo bin, so we consider this target in our analysis. We expect there to be equally as many cases where the MC albedo is less than the published Spitzer 2017 albedo, however, we are only interested in situations which produce a high nominal albedo. The situations which produce a low nominal albedo fall out of the scope of this work and are therefore not considered. In Figure 7 , the 1-σ uncertainties from all MC trials are displayed as a shaded region around the MC fraction. The first bin shows that ∼ 40% of the targets in the sample that have published albedo values in the range 0-0.1 have "upper" MC albedo values greater than 0.1. The MC fraction thus represents the fluctuation and uncertainty in the derived albedo value due to both lightcurve and thermal model input uncertainties used in the MC simulation.
The bottom panel of Figure 7 shows the cumulative fraction of derived intrinsic albedo targets. We find the residual of the two datasets from the top panel for each albedo bin using Equation 6. We define the residual to be the fractional difference between the Observed fraction and the MC fraction where f OBS is the Observed fraction (blue) and f M C is the MC fraction (orange):
The uncertainties provided on the residual are 1-σ fractional uncertainties from the Observed fraction and MC fraction added in quadrature. The residual represents the fraction of targets in the Spitzer 2017 dataset which we believe to have the displayed intrinsic albedo values. That is, we do not require any targets to have intrinsic albedos where the cumulative fraction goes to zero. The result found in the residual is consistent with previous work by Binzel et al. (2019) and Thomas et al. (2011) . We can place an upper limit on albedo in the NEO population of 0.5±0.1 beyond which high albedo targets are not necessary to describe our observations. The precision in our upper limit is limited by our sampling size of 0.1-width albedo bins. However, the residual is formally nonzero to arbitrarily large values.
We explore the possibility that high albedo targets exist in the range 0.5 ≤ p V ≤ 0.7, and may as a result, be interesting due to their unique shape or composition. We compare our MC fraction of real albedo targets (Residual; Figure 7 ) to the albedo distribution of the known NEO population (Thomas et al. 2011; Binzel et al. 2019) . We normalize the cumulative MC fraction of real albedo targets to 100% for p V > 0, treating this as a standalone population. The two distributions are shown in Figure 8 . The residual is the cumulative fraction of observed targets with the MC fraction of targets removed. That is, the lightcurve and diameter fluctuations which produce a large nominal albedo are removed from the sample. The result is the fraction of targets in the Spitzer dataset with real albedo values, finding a maximum nominal albedo of 0.5±0.1. The 1-σ uncertainties shown as a shaded region. We find an upper limit on albedo of 0.5 ± 0.1 where the Residual is consistent with zero for albedo bins greater than 0.5. For the high albedo bins, the fluctuations are high and we find all targets leave their starting bins. This, however, does not exclude targets from having intrinsically high albedos.
The observed distribution is determined from Binzel et al. (2019) ground-based observations of the NEO taxonomy distribution and mean albedo values for each taxonomy defined by Thomas et al. (2011) . We find that the cumulative fraction of MC targets is consistent within 1-σ for p V ≥ 0.3. However, there is a excess of low albedo MC targets (p V < 0.3) compared to the NEO population which may be a result of objects appearing brighter in the infrared than the visible. This bias may contribute to the trend seen in the Differential (Figure 8 ; bottom).
In Figure 9 , we include the cumulative fraction of NE-OWISE albedos for NEOs published in Mainzer et al. (2019) . Because NEOWISE operates in survey mode, they are only biased toward detectability and not in target selection. As a result, we expect a higher fraction of low albedo objects in the NEOWISE sample than is present for the optically-selected Spitzer sample and the observed NEO population. This is consistent with the trend we observe in Figure 9 where ∼ 80% of the NEO-WISE sample has an albedo less than 0.3. We have shown Figure 7 that we have targets in our Spitzer 2017 dataset with true albedos up to 0.5. For the purpose of this investigation, we will explore those with potentially rare high albedos (p V ≥ 0.5) where both shape and composition play a role in influencing their unexpected high albedo values.
In the Spitzer 2018 sample from ExploreNEOs, NEOSurvey, and NEOLegacy of 1999 targets as of JD 2458278 (2018-06-08), 181 (9%) possibly have intrinsic high albedo values. We compare the taxonomy distribution of the 181 high albedo Spitzer 2018 targets with that of the known NEO population Thomas et al. 2011) in an effort to disentangle shape influences from compositional influences on albedo. We adopt the taxonomic complexes defined in Thomas et al. (2011) as shown in Table 5 . We hypothesize that a taxonomic distribution of these high albedo targets will favor complexes with higher intrinsic mean albedos (X-, R-, and V-types) if we have intrinsic high albedo outliers in our sample. Of these three taxonomy complexes, observations of the NEO population find R-types are the least common (< 1%), V-types represent ∼ 4%, and X-types ∼ 8% . Of the X-type complex, Xe- Figure 9 . The cumulative albedo distribution for the observed NEO population (Thomas et al. 2011; Binzel et al. 2019) shown in blue, the MC fraction shown in orange, and the NEOWISE dataset (Mainzer et al. 2019) shown in red. The albedo distributions for the MC fraction and the NE-OWISE dataset are similar with relatively high fractions of both low and high albedo targets. These trends are unlike the Observed NEO Population which has most of its targets in the albedo range of 0.2-0.4. and E-types are known to have the highest mean albedo at p V = 0.536 ± 0.247 . Of the 181 Spitzer 2018 targets with nominal albedo values greater than 0.5, 54 (30%) have measured taxonomies Thomas et al. 2011 Thomas et al. , 2014 Carry et al. 2016; Erasmus et al. 2017; Perna et al. 2018) . Table 5 shows a complete list of these targets. A comparison of the taxonomy distributions of these high albedo targets with the NEO population is shown in Figure 10 in order of increasing mean albedo. We find an excess of X-, R-, and V-type complexes in the high albedo sam- Figure 10 . The NEO taxonomy distribution is shown in order of increasing mean taxonomic albedo (Thomas et al. 2011 ) from left to right using NEO taxonomy data from Binzel et al. (2019) . The 48 high albedo targets with classified taxonomies are distributed over all represented taxonomic complexes in the NEO population. We find evidence for higher nominal mean albedo taxonomies (X-, R-, V-types) and less of a preference for D-, C-, and S-, and Q-types. The strongest excess is in the X-types which we believe is due to the presence of high albedo Xe-types in our sample.
ple with respect to the NEO population, with only the X-type fraction significantly greater than the NEO population ( Figure 10 ). 30% of the classified high albedo X-types have been identified as E-types (Thomas et al. 2011) , supporting a compositional-driven influence for a fraction of the targets in this high albedo sample. While the R-and V-type fractions are within 1-σ of the NEO population, there is a large excess of X-types in the high albedo sample, most likely a result of Xe-and E-types. While the Xe- (DeMeo et al. 2009 ) and E-types (Tholen 1984) are defined using different classifications, they are nearly identical . From here on, we will refer to Xe-and E-types together as Xe. Binzel et al. (2019) , Granvik et al. (2018) , and Gaffey et al. (1992) all find a strong signature for the inner Main Belt Hungaria region as a source for the Xe-type NEOs. Xe-types show strong mineralogic similarity to the enstatite-rich aubrite meteorites (Lucas et al. 2019) with mean albedos greater than 0.5 . In this high albedo sample, we also find representation from D-, C-, S-, and Q-type taxonomic complexes. There is only 1 object each of D-type ) and C-type (Whiteley 2001 ) taxonomies of the lowest mean albedos classified with spectrophotometry. We believe these objects may belong to the X-type complex based on their extreme nominal high albedos, but this has yet to be confirmed spectroscopically. D-, C-, and X-types have similar featureless red sloped spectra in the visible to near-infrared, but with varying degrees of spectral reddening, so it is not unreasonable for them to be misclassified due to the similarity in color between the three types. It is, however, unreasonable for an object with high albedo to be classified as D-or C-type.
We find a similar fraction of S-type objects in our high albedo sample in comparison to the NEO population where we would have expected a deficit. For an S-type object with albedo 3-σ above the mean, we require a lightcurve amplitude of at least 0.5 and a poor H measurement to derive an albedo greater than 0.5. As a result, it is possible that a fraction of the S-type objects in our sample produce nominal high albedo values due to influence from both shape and composition.
SUMMARY
Major infrared surveys find that the fraction of NEOs with high albedos is a factor of 8 more than expected based on average albedos from the literature and the known NEO taxonomy distribution. This excess in high albedo values is easily explained by offsets in photometry introduced due to incomplete lightcurve sampling and uncertainties on remaining thermal model input parameters including the beaming parameter. With full visible lightcurves, the H-magnitudes can be improved and uncertainties reduced, but without a full thermal lightcurve, we cannot derive accurate intrinsic albedos. For a sample of 48 high albedo NEOs with lower limit amplitudes, we do not find that their shapes are significantly different from the McNeill et al. (2019) NEO shape distribution. We adopt the McNeill NEO amplitude distribution in a MC model sampling uncertainties on thermal model input parameters and find that the upper limit on albedo in the NEO population is 0.5±0.1.
There is a significant fraction of Xe-type objects, which have high albedos, present in our catalog of high albedo objects, and perhaps, an excess of X-, R-, and V-type complexes above the NEO population taxonomy distribution. However, the mean albedo for each of these taxonomies all lie near or under the 0.5 high albedo threshold. As a result, these findings are consistent with previously published works which also find an upper limit albedo in the NEO population of 0.5. Note-High albedo NEOs with measured taxonomy. Those objects noted with * are previously identified E-types in the X-type complex. The Spitzer albedos are listed in the second column with 1-sigma uncertainties. NEOWISE albedos from the 2019 NASA PDS release are listed in parentheses where available (Mainzer et al. 2019 ).
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